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STATION 23: BACK TO THE FUTURE

Shuttered in 2010, 23s has recently reopened to a new reality. How is it doing?

APPARATUS INSIDER

A look at some of PF&R’s life-saving vehicles

Apparatus: 2017 Pierce Enforcer Pumper

New year, new station: Station 23 B-shifters Alex Hinkle, Tyler Gordon, Garrett Poetsch, and Lee Etten
On November 16th of last year, PF&R re-opened
Station 23.
Station 23 sits in the booming area of lower
Southeast Portland where the City’s encouragement
of urban density is becoming more and more a
reality. When the station closed in 2010, the area
around it was mostly industrial. Now, it is packed
with live/work infill development and ribbons of
booming restaurants and businesses. A new light
rail line snakes through the FMA.
The Coggle calls for measures like increased
response reliability, zero fire deaths, and increased
survivability from incidents such as cardiac
arrest, strokes, and trauma. Part of the strategy
to fulfill these goals is reopening Station 23. At
first, Station 23 was launched with a two-person
rescue transferred from Station 19. But now, due
to a rejiggering of crews from Rescue 7 and Rescue
31’s B shift, a full four-person engine company
works out of 23s on the B shift. Battalion Chief Bill
Goforth notes that when there are extra travelers
available, they can join A or C shift at 23s to flip it
into an engine company again.
So how is 23s making due on its promise?
Lee Etten is the B-shift captain and he notes that on
one of the crew’s first shifts as an engine company,
they were first in on an January apartment fire. “We
were able to extinguish the fire before it spread
outside the apartment of origin,” he says. “Even
though we don’t necessarily measure the damage
or injuries that did not occur, it’s clear that by
getting there so quickly and stopping the fire from
spreading, we made quite a difference.”
Let’s look at the data:
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•
Since Station 23 opened, Engine 19 (the
station where the Rescue 23 crew was transferred
away from) has seen its run volume increase from
10.1 unit responses per day to 12.2 responses per
day.
•
Since reopening, the average response time
for PF&R’s first-responding unit to high-priority
incidents in FMA 23 is 1 minute, 28 seconds faster
than in the 12 weeks prior to Station 23 reopening.
FMA 19 has seen a slight decline in response time of
about 16 seconds on average.

Notable features: Narrowest custom cab and body
available to navigate narrow streets, short wheel base and
independent suspension that allows tighter turning radius
and smother ride, rollover protection, stability control,
side-roll protection airbags, anti-lock brakes, traction
control, driver’s side display broadcasts text identifying
what apparatus warning lights and buzzers do, and
advanced diesel engine emissions control system.
Upgrades: More room inside the cab, better visibility for
the driver or officer, side-view camera for making right
turns, blind spot backup camera, turn signal activates
ground illumination, cornering lights on the bumper light
up sidewalk and stay on for five seconds after the turn,
lights in the overhead center location so the driver or
officer can reach them if they need to, rear air suspension
that can be raised up and down to make it easier to work
off the apparatus and respond to the geography without
damaging the tail board, low offset cab steps for easier
exit and entry, improved scene lighting and warning light
dimmer on scene, driver’s side monitor with touch screen
gives the driver the ability to run on and off all lights and
controls through the touch screen display, on board foam
proportioning system, and an alarm and light on top of the
dash to alert members if air pressure drops below 60 psi
when parked in apparatus bay that will delay response.
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•
Fewer PF&R units are having to respond
into FMA 23: In the 12 weeks since it reopened, the
surrounding engines and trucks have responded
to incidents in FMA 23 121 fewer times than in the
preceding 12 weeks
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•
Since reopening, Station 23 (Rescue 23 or
Engine 23) is averaging 6.3 unit responses per
day.

Average

•
FMA 23’s call volume increased from 983 in
2010 to 1,323 in 2017, an increase of 35%. In 2010,
FMA 23 had 32 confirmed fires. In 2017, FMA 23 had
100 confirmed fires.

•
Engine 23 operates on B shift. According
to the Journal, there have been 2 shifts in 2018
when E23 operated on a different shift due to extra
travelers being available.

Jason Erhardt, Apparatus Superintendent, says:
“The feature that firefighters are going to be most excited
about is the wireless headset that is installed on each one
of the pumpers. The pump operator can listen to the radio
while outside the apparatus and talk on the intercom or
push to talk to the ops channel. The other huge benefit is
that spotters can use it to back an apparatus up and talk to
the driver even if the driver can’t see them. The range on it
is about 50 feet away from the apparatus.”

Do you have a story about a PF&R cogglevation that would be great for this newsletter?
Contact Caryn Brooks on the Communications Team
caryn.brooks@portlandoregon.gov or 503-823-3714

